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People often ask me if I believe that prayer works. It is a curious question, be-

cause my first response would be to try to understand what the person means 

by “works”. If they mean that every time we pray for something to happen, it 

does, then no,  I don’t think prayer really works like that. I could pray for a 

hamburger to suddenly appear in front of me within the next 5 minutes, but I 

honestly would not expect that to happen unless I got up and made it for my-

self. Do I believe that God acts in the world, and that sometimes prayer might 

influence that? Yes, I do believe that, but as to how and when such things hap-

pen, I cannot say. For me the most direct action of prayer is to focus us on an 

issue or a person. Through that focus perhaps we can invoke God’s actions, but 

at the very least we can encourage our own actions towards the issue and help 

change the outcome as much as it is within our power. I do believe that God 

works in the world, but I also believe that God works through us. 

 

As I write this, I have to be honest and say that I have spent the last few days 

in mourning and frustration. Just two weeks ago I preached about the tragedy 

of the shooting in Buffalo, and less than two weeks later we are all dealing 

with the grief of the murdering of two teachers and nineteen children in the 

school shooting in Texas. What does one say in the face of such a thing? We 

are often at a loss for words, and so as an attempt to let those in grief know that 

we support them, we will say something like “You are in my thoughts and 

prayers”. I certainly understand the sentiment behind that, and have said things 

similar myself, but unfortunately the frequency of these tragic events and the 

almost expected identical responses have made such sayings cliché. The defini-

tion of being “cliché” is to be a phrase or opinion that is so overused that is 

loses any sense of original thought or conviction. That is the issue with such 

words-- we have used them so often because there have been so many similar 

tragedies, and the words lack genuineness, regardless of the intent behind 

them. 

 

Do I still pray when such events happen: have I been praying lately? Yes, I 

have, and will continue to do so, but my prayers have changed. Instead of sim-

ply praying for comfort and peace for those who have experienced loss, I pray 

for action and change. I focus more on that aspect of prayer I spoke of earlier, 

the ability that prayer has to encourage us to understand and address the issue. 

I could spend a great deal of time discussing all of my opinions regarding vio-

lence in our society, and what I think are the solutions. I might be right and I 

might be wrong, and some of you might agree and some would likely disagree. 

Instead, I will mention three major areas that are always brought up after such 

events: increased security, mental health treatment, and gun control. I’m sure 

each and every one of you has some opinion about which of these would be 

most effective, perhaps all of them would, and perhaps something else entirely 

would help stem this tide of violence. I won’t tell you what to believe;  you 

need to answer that for yourself, and we need to answer that as a country that 

seems almost unique in such casualties. 
                                                                                       (continued on pg. 5) 
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MilitaryMilitaryMilitaryMilitary::::      

Pray for our military and their 
family and friends. 
 
Military families that are left  
         behind  
Our many veterans 
Adam, Gail and Stuart Wells’ grand-

son, stationed in Minot ND. 
Alex Deal, U.S. Navy 
Dan, son-in-law of Brett & Kendal 

Landrum 
Cody 
Matt 
Todd & Jane 
Matt & Alisha 
Jeannette’s nephew, to Poland 
 
 

To the family of Barry L. Fetterhoff, d. 5/13 

 

To the family of Michele Callahan, d. 5/28 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CARD MINISTRY 
Let Shirley Nelson know about those with 
physical or emotional needs who would 
appreciate a card. A card will be placed on 
the table at the front of the sanctuary for 
all to sign. 

“Your signatures are  
priceless.” 

 

Would you like to be included in the email 

prayer chain?  Please let Jeannette know your 

email address so I can send you the prayer 

requests.  Thanks for sharing your prayer time 

with those who need you.  jpapajcik@aol.com . 

Prayer List 

 

Please review the Prayer List on page 3 

and tell Bob or Ruth if there are names 

to remove. 
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Amelia O’Dowd, Pastor Brian’s wife 

Agnes, home, recovery 

Angie, colon cancer—Tammy’s friend 

Anna Landing 

Annette, recovery at home 

Audrey, broken bones 

Austin Puckett 

Barb, brain cyst—Nelson 

Bill, Aaron’s father, Hospice 

Bob, Barb Hawkins’ brother 

Bob and Barb Penrod 

Bob Brandenburg, stage 4 cancer; dau. Michele 

Brenda, cancer. chemo—BeBe 

Brenda, sepsis—Sherry 

Carol, cancer—Alice 

Cathy Miller, auto accident 

Cathy, Stage 4 cancer—CANCER GONE—Hawker 

Charmayne’s mother and sister; daughter-in-law 

Craig, radiation—Stuart 

Danny, cancer—Mark F. 

David (home), Linda, Denise—Linda R. 

Dave, prostate; Debbie, cancer—Alan 

Don P.,  our of hospital 

Donna Lee Collins—Susan 

Forest, disc; Joy, colon—Penrod 

Gary, Shirley’s brother 

Gary Stevens, cancer 

Hunter, heart—Barb H. 

Jamie, blood clot in leg—Hawker 

Jan, Covid 

Jan, hospice, Alzheimer’s—-Marty 

Jean H.  

Jeff, cancer—Arlis’ son-in-law 

Jeff, brain tumor growing—Tom R. 

Jim, cancer treatment—Hawkers’ neighbor 

Joanna—Hawker 

John, chemo—Bob W’s/Carol L’s brother 

Josh, Nelsons’ nephew 

Joy, breast cancer—Shirley 

Julia, cancer—Nelsons 

Ken, advanced cancer—Linda R. 

Kim: mother’s cervical cancer 

Kyann, surgery—Arlis 

Linda Frick—Saddlers 

Lisa, Jean’s granddaughter 

Lola 

Margaret Sweeney, stroke—Karen B’s cousin 

Mark Rauls,  heart & kidney, flu-like condition.   

Mary Jo—breast & lung cancer 

Noah, tumor — Tom Rauls                                                                                                                            

  Nate, Conners’ grandson     
  Nick, arthritis 

Paul, blood clots                                           

Patty Adams, Hospice 

Patty Harshman—Alan 

Paul, heart, etc.—Linda 

Peggy— BeBe 

Peggy H., breathing—Susan 

Penny Powell, age 95/broken hip 

Paula, kidney trouble—Nelson 

Rae, cancer treatment—Carol L. 

Randy—brain tumor  

Rhett Carr, home 

Richard Taylor, stroke—Sherry 

Rob, aortic aneurism 

Robert & Larry, Covid 

Robin, stem cell 

Roger, Covid—Alan’s friend 

Ruth Osborn—Friends Care Center 

Ryann Hawkins 

Sabina, in Germany, knee—BeBe 

Sandy,  surgery, recovery—Jeri H. 

Sandy—hospice—Linda R. 

Sarah, BeBe’s sister 

Sherry & Dale—BeBe 

Steve—ALS—Bob Willhelm’s friend 

Stephanie, COPD 

Stephanie, colon—Penrods’ grand-

daughter 

Sue Daniel, stroke 

Tanya, brain tumors—Tom R. 

Theresa, heart—Hawkins 

Tim Davis, cardio & Charmayne 

Tim Pfaff-transplant recovery, home 

Tina, lungs—Shirley 

Tony, heart—Baumbargers’ b-in-law 

Van, hospital, lungs—Pastor Brian 

Yvonne and Jane—Linda’s friends 

Vi Matyas 

Vi Robertson, broken ribs, rehab 

Wendy, double-lung transplant 

needed—Shirley’s cousin 

Weston, child, medical issue 

The names on the prayer list will re-
main for two or three months or until 
the crisis has passed. Then they’ll be 

removed to make room for others’ 
needs. Please let Jeannette know if the 

person still needs prayer. 
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Communion  June 5 

Scripture 
Acts 2:1-21 
John 14:8-17 

Usher/Greeter  

Lay Reader Pat Ferguson 

Altar Flowers Bill & Karen Barger 

Children’s Bible 
Study:   
Brittany  King 
 

Young Learners 
Sarah Hogan 
 

 
Nursery: 
Hayden Rauls 
  
BeBe Buttner 

June 19 

Scripture 
1 Kings 19:1-15 
Galatians 3:23-29 

Usher/Greeter  

Lay Reader TBD 

Altar Flowers Greg & Gloria Hurwitz 

Children’s Bible 
Study:  
Brittany King 
 

Young Learners 
Sarah Hogan 
 

Nursery: 
Hayden Rauls 
Jenny Rauch 

 June 12  Luau Sunday 

Scripture 
Proverbs 8:1-4, 22-31 

Romans 5:1-5 

Usher/Greeter  

Lay Reader Gail Wells 

Altar Flowers 
Linda Racz, in memory of  Desi’s 

birthday 

Children’s Bible 
Study:  
Brittany King 
 

Young Learners 
Sarah Hogan 
 

 
Nursery: 
Hayden Rauls 
  
Shirley Nelson 

June 26 

Scripture  
2 Kings 2:1-2, 6-14 
Galatians 5:1, 13-25 

Usher/Greeter  

Lay Reader TBD 

Altar Flowers 
Jim & Jeri Hawker, our 60th anni-

versary on June 30 

Children’s Bible 
Study:  
Brittany King 
 

Young Learners: 
Sarah Hogan 
 

Nursery: 
Hayden Rauls 
 

Communion July 3 

Scripture TBD 

Usher/Greeter  

Lay Reader TBD 

Altar Flowers 
Severtsons, in honor of their anni-

versary 

Children’s Bible 
Study:  
Brittany King 
 

Young Learners 
Sarah Hogan 
 

Nursery: 
Hayden Rauls 
 

 $$Stewardship Record 

Date Offering Attendance 

May 1 $2540 42+FB 

May 8 $2097 63+FB 

May 15 $1613 47+FB 

May 22 $1424 48+FB 

May 29 $1184 42+FB 
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(continued from page 1) 

 
What I will tell you, however, is that if we continue to do nothing of substance, as we mostly have in the last 

many years, then nothing of substance will change. So yes, I believe in prayer, and yes, I have prayed for 

the grieving parents of children taken way too soon, but I also pray that we have the will, as a people 

united, to do something about it. 

 

Peace and Blessings, 

Pastor Brian 

 

Strengthen the Church Offering: June 5th 
 

On June 5th we will be taking up our denomination’s “Strengthen the Church” special offering. It is one 

of our denomination’s four special yearly offerings. This offering is used to help churches in our denomi-

nation. 

Beaver UCC Covid Precautions Update for June 

 

The consistory met in May to discuss the current trend of Covid infections and how that will affect how 

we conduct our services for June. As earlier in the pandemic, the consistory has deferred to the CDC for 

guidelines regarding masking and other protection measures. Currently Greene County remains in the 

“low” category, of the 3-tiered CDC low, medium, and high grading system. The newer system looks at 

infection rates and hospitalization rates and capacity. Although Greene County remains in the low cate-

gory, the infection rates have been slowly rising and thus the consistory has decided not to add anything 

new back to the service or add to current fellowship activities. Even though we have been trying to slowly 

add things back in, the consistory felt it was best to pause where we currently are and wait and see how 

things change with Covid in the weeks ahead. 

 

Youth Event on June 17th (Young’s Dairy) 

On Friday June 17th we will have a youth event. We will meet at 6:00 pm at Young’s Dairy for ice-cream 

and dinner with putt-putt after. Please let Pastor Brian know if you are interested. 

June 12th Luau Sunday   

 

On June 12th we will be having our annual Luau Sunday. The luau or Hawaiian party is a time for cele-

bration and community. These are both things we value at Beaver UCC, and so to celebrate the summer 

and each other we are going to have a bit more fun than usual on June 12th. We will invite folks to wear 

Hawaiian shirts to church, give out leis, and have a carry-in afterwards in the shelter behind the church. 

We will have City BBQ delivered to the church for the main dish, and we ask that people bring side dishes 

to go with the meal. Dessert will be provided in the form of a cake to celebrate the 75th wedding anniver-

sary of Elmer & Elinora Smith, parents of Karen Barger. 
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Tom Rauls riding in Pan-Ohio-Hope Ride 

 

Tom will be riding in his 8th Pan-Ohio-Hope Ride, 21-24 July.  This year’s event will be 4 days of riding 

from Cleveland to Cincinnati to raise much needed funds for Ohio’s two Hope Lodges.  These facilities 

host families of cancer fighters in both Cincinnati and Cleveland.  The event URL is below if you'd like to 

learn more about the event or join the team! 

  

https://secure.acsevents.org/site/STR?pg=entry&fr_id=101836 

  

The ride supports The American Cancer Society’s hope for a world with less cancer and more birthdays 

and hope you can support us.  Please understand that 100% of your donations support the ACS and 

Ohio's Hope Lodges as the riders pay their own registration and support fees.  You can donate at Tom’s 

web page below, or just as importantly, support them with your thoughts and prayers during their 328-

mile trek.  They ride with red ribbons on their jerseys in honor of those still fighting and white ribbons in 

memory of those who have lost their battle.  Tom would be pleased to add any names of those close to you 

to his jersey this year.  Please just post them to his website at the URL below. 

  

https://secure.acsevents.org/site/STR?fr_id=101836&pg=personal&px=35648066 

Cookie Walk Reminder 

 

Assuming things don’t change too much from the present with Covid, we will be holding our cookie-walk 

again in November, which we might move outside to make it safer. Regardless of where it takes place, how-

ever, we will need cookies and plenty of them. This is a friendly reminder to please start to make cookies 

and freeze them in anticipation for our November event. It is a fun and delicious way to support the 

church. 

Father’s Day  

 

Fathers, past and present, will be honored on Father’s Day, June 19th. Make sure and join   

us for an extra nice spread during our coffee and doughnuts after church.  

 

Heads up for July Bucket Challenge 

 

In July, Beaver Church will be doing an outreach mission to create and collect disaster recovery bucket 

kits for Church World Services. We will be collecting as many as we can, and at the end of July they will 

be transported to a Church World Services location. There will be more information in the July newslet-

ter, but for those that might want to get a head start, more information can be found at the website link 

below. 
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